WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2021

White paper offers revenue ideas for publishers: 50 Ways to Make M Pay
WHAT'S NEW IN PUBLISHING I NOVEMBER 17, 2021

Medill, Google partner to support under-resourced news investigative
STAFF I MEDILL SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM, MEDIA, INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS I NOVEMBER 16, 2021

China, U.S. agree to ease restrictions on journalists
STAFF I REUTERS I NOVEMBER 17, 2021

Announcing the Upward coaching cohort
MICHELLE SANTA ANA AND EMMA CAREW GROVUM I RJI I NOVEMBER 17, 2021
The newsroom guide for getting money to hire journalists
KRISTEN HARE | POYNTER | NOVEMBER 17, 2021

Twitter rolls out redesigned misinformation warning labels
BARBARA ORTUTAY | THE ASSOCIATED PRESS | NOVEMBER 17, 2021

Journalism in middle America got communities through the pandemic
WILLIAM THOMAS MARI | THE CONVERSATION | NOVEMBER 16, 2021

New York Times employees protest over union fights
KATIE ROBERTSON | THE NEW YORK TIMES | NOVEMBER 16, 2021

Subtext selected by BlueLena to provide customers intimate avenue strengthen audience relationships, boost revenue
PRESS RELEASE | SUBTEXT | NOVEMBER 16, 2021

How to avoid publishing misleading photos
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News Stories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Journalism internships are an education — in precarious work**  
MARK CODDINGTON AND SETH LEWIS | NIEMAN LAB | NOVEMBER 16, 2021 |
| **Times Union surpasses 2.3 million pageviews for New Hudson Valley section**  
PRESS RELEASE | ALBANY TIMES UNION | NOVEMBER 16, 2021 |
| **Additions to AP’s news leadership team**  
PATRICK MAKS | THE ASSOCIATED PRESS | NOVEMBER 16, 2021 |
| **Adams Publishing Group names new regional executive editor**  
STAFF | THE GAZETTE | NOVEMBER 16, 2021 |
| **Wick Communications names Scott Green as production manager**  
PRESS RELEASE | WICK COMMUNICATIONS | NOVEMBER 16, 2021 |
Southern Correspondents, Kaiser Health News - Work from home
LOCATION: STATES IN THE SOUTH AND TEXAS STATUS: FULL TIME PROGRAM AREA: KAISER

Chief Operating Officer - Boston, MA
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT MOMENT IN BOTH JOURNALISM AND IN WBUR'S OWN EVOLUTION. OVER

Reporter/MMJ - Birmingham, AL
JOB SUMMARY/DESCRIPTION:COME WORK FOR THE #1 STATION IN CENTRAL ALABAMA. WE PROD

Senior Digital Content Writer - Orlando
AT LAUNCH THAT, WE CELEBRATE OUR SUCCESS AND OFFER A VIBRANT AND FUN CULTURE TH

News Reporter - Arkansas
THE ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, AN AWARD-WINNING, PRIVATELY OWNED NEWSPAPER THAT SER

Editorial Associate - Work from home
THE AMERICAN PRESS INSTITUTE IS HIRING AN EDITORIAL ASSOCIATE TO CONTRIBUTE TO AN

Associate Editor, SEO/Commerce - Iselin
NJ ADVANCE MEDIA, THE PARENT COMPANY FOR NJ.COM AND THE STAR-LEDGER, IS LOOKING FOR

SEE MORE LISTINGS
TANGLED IN ANOTHER SLINKY.

WELL, THE LAST TIME THIS HAPPENED I CALLED 911.

A RESCUE SQUAD WAS DISPATCHED.

THEY HAD TO OXYGEN THE ON THEM BECAUSE THEY LAUGHING SO HARD.